We present a substantial generalisation of a classical result by Lie on integrability by quadratures. Namely, we prove that all vector fields in a finite-dimensional transitive and solvable Lie algebra of vector fields on a manifold can be integrated by quadratures.
Introduction
The property of integrability of a given autonomous system of differential equations has been receiving quite a lot of attention and it has been an active field of research along the last years because of its applications in many branches of science, and in particular in physics. The exact meaning of integrability is stated clearly in each specific field only. Loosely speaking, integrability refers to the possibility of finding the general solution of the system. One can be interested only in some kind of solutions, for instance, polynomial or rational ones, or expressible in terms of elementary functions.
¿From the geometric point of view, systems of differential equations appear as associated with a particular choice of coordinates to vector fields on a manifold M: solutions of the system provide local integral curves of the associated vector field in these coordinates. Therefore, integrability of a vector field means that you can find in an algorithmic way its flow.
The existence of additional compatible geometric structures may play a relevant role and it allows us to introduce other concepts of integrability. For instance, the notion of integrability is often identified as complete integrability or Arnold-Liouville integrability [1] , but we can also consider generalised Liouville integrability [2, 3] or even nonHamiltonian integrability [2] .
Our aim is to extend the study of integrability in the absence of additional compatible structures developed in [4] , and more specifically the classical problem of integrability by quadratures, by using modern tools of algebra and geometry. This means to study under what conditions you can determine the solutions (i.e. the flow of a given vector field Γ) by means of a finite number of algebraic operations (including inversion of functions) and quadratures of some functions.
An important remark is that integrability by quadratures refers to a given system of coordinates. For instance, it is well known that for any vector field Γ ∈ X(M) which does not vanish at p ∈ M there is a neighbourhood U of p and coordinates Q 1 , . . . , Q n on U in which Γ is rectified, i.e. takes the form ∂/∂Q 1 . The problem is that finding this coordinate system is equivalent to integrating Γ, something that sometimes cannot be done by quadratures, when we start from a 'bad' coordinate system. On the other hand, when additional data are available (in our cases this will be a certain Lie algebra L of vector fields on M containing Γ), then the autonomous system of ordinary differential equationsẋ = Γ(x) can be solved by quadratures independently on our initial system of coordinates. In this case we say that Γ is integrable by quadratures.
A classical example is the celebrated result due to Lie, who established the following theorem [2] : Theorem 1. If n vector fields, X 1 ,. . . ,X n , which are linearly independent at each point of an open set U ⊂ R n , span a solvable Lie algebra and satisfy [X 1 , X i ] = λ i X 1 with λ i ∈ R, then X 1 is integrable by quadratures in U.
A more general integrability criterium we proposed in [4] is based on the existence of a n-dimensional Lie algebra L of vector fields in a n-dimensional manifold M containing the given vector field, very much in the approach started by Lie, and the construction of a decreasing sequence of nested Lie subalgebras of L such that all of them contain the dynamical vector field Γ. If in some step the resulting Lie algebra is Abelian, we can obtain the general solution with one more quadrature.
Solvability of L was proved to be a necessary conditions for integrability in the sense we proposed. Moreover, we proved that if the solvable Lie algebra admits an Abelian ideal A, then any vector field of A is integrable by quadratures (this fact being a direct generalisation of Lie result), and finally in the particular case of L being a nilpotent Lie algebra (for a general form of a transitive nilpotent Lie algebra of vector fields consult [6] ), every vector field of L was proved to be integrable. A concept of distributional integrability we introduced later on, allows for a much larger class of examples and potential applications.
A different result is due to Kozlov [7] . It can be formulated as follows.
Theorem 2. Let vector fields, X 1 ,. . . ,X n , be linearly independent at each point of an open set U ⊂ R n and span a Lie algebra L such that the corresponding operators of the adjoint representation ad
Then, all the vector fields X i , i = 1, . . . , n, are integrable by quadratures.
It seems that the belief of the author was that any solvable Lie algebra admits a basis satisfying (1); see also [8] . This is valid for complex Lie algebras but is generally false in the real case (see the next section). Moreover, the important restriction here is that the dimension n of the Lie algebra L coincides with that of the manifold M, which is a strong restriction and essentially means that the manifold we deal with is practically a n-dimensional Lie group.
In this paper we present a substantial generalisation of the above results by Lie and Kozlov on integrability by quadratures. Namely, we are able to drop the assumption that the dimension of the Lie algebra coincides with the dimension of the manifold and prove that all vector fields in a finite-dimensional transitive and solvable Lie algebra of vector fields on a manifold can be integrated by quadratures. This substantially enlarges the number of examples. Recall that a Lie algebra of vector fields on a manifold M is transitive if it just spans the tangent bundle T M. It seems that it is a necessary assumption, as a deeper description of non-transitive Lie algebras of vector fields are generally out of our reach. Note that in many cases transitive Lie algebras of vector fields, including those of infinite-dimension, determine the manifold [5, 13] .
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 is devoted to classical examples of solvable non-autonomous systems we will use in the proof of our results. In Section 3, we introduce the notation and recall basic definitions and well-known results of the theory of solvable Lie algebras. In particular, we consider some sequences of Lie algebras and ideals to be used in the sequel. In Section 4, we develop a Lie-like formalism for a transitive finite-dimensional real Lie algebra L of vector fields on a differentiable manifold M to integrate by quadratures some associated foliations. The main result is proven in Section 5 which ends with an illustrative example not covered neither by the classical Lie's nor the Kozlov's result.
Integrability by quadratures of non-autonomous systems
We will start with classical examples of integrability by quadratures of non-autonomous systems which we will need in the sequel.
Consider first the non-autonomous inhomogeneous linear differential equation in di-
which is well known to be integrable in terms of two quadratures:
Another example is given by the nonautonomous system of differential equationṡ
where H i j are real numbers. Then, the solution starting from the point x 0 is given by
These two examples will play an important role in the proof of the main theorem in this paper.
Solvable Lie algebras
Recall that the derived algebra of a Lie algebra (g, [·, ·] ) is the subalgebra g 1 of g, defined by g 1 = [g, g], while the derived series is the sequence of Lie subalgebras defined by g 0 = g and
Such a sequence satisfies
and the Lie algebra g is said to be solvable if the derived series eventually arrives at the zero subalgebra, i.e. there exists the smallest natural number m such that g m+1 = {0} or, in other words, g m is Abelian.
On the other hand, such a solvable Lie algebra g always admits a nontrivial ideal. For instance, remark that [g, g] is strictly contained in g and that any codimension one linear subspace S containing [g, g] is an ideal. Note also that, using the Jacobi identity and mathematical induction on the index k, one can easily check that for any k ∈ N,
Abelian ideal. For later purposes we will be interested in Abelian ideals of dimension not greater than two.
Another important Lie theorem (see e.g. [9, 10] ) ensures that every finite-dimensional representation of a solvable Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field has an eigenvector common to all the operators of the representation. If we consider the adjoint representation, the theorem implies that any finite-dimensional complex, solvable Lie algebra has a one dimensional ideal. This result is not true in general for real Lie algebras, as the following example shows.
Example 1. The real Lie algebra e(2) of the Euclidean group in two dimensions is given by e(2) = X 1 , X 2 , J with Lie brackets
It is solvable as its derived algebra d = [e(2), e(2)] = X 1 , X 2 is Abelian. However, its only non-trivial ideal is precisely d which has dimension 2.
We will be interested in the real framework and in this case, using again the mentioned Lie theorem [9, 10] , we can prove that every real solvable Lie algebra has an Abelian ideal of dimension 1 or 2, which will be just enough for our purposes. In fact, we can consider the complexified Lie algebra and its adjoint representation for which we can use the standard Lie theorem. As there is a common complex eigenvalue λ, its complex conjugateλ is another eigenvalue (the characteristic polynomial is real) and the complex subspace spanned by the eigenvectors of both contains an at most two-dimensional real subspace which is an Abelian ideal of the given solvable Lie algebra. This proves the following:
Another well-known series of nested algebras is the central series; it is defined by g 0 = g and
It is clear that g k+1 ⊂ g k and g k ⊂ g k .
If the central series stabilises at zero, the Lie algebra is called nilpotent. The preceding property ensures that nilpotent Lie algebras are always solvable. On the other hand, if an algebra is nilpotent or solvable, then so are its subalgebras and quotients.
A third series we will be interested in requires to pick up first an Abelian subalgebra a ⊂ g. It is defined by
One can easily show the following Proof. First we apply the mathematical induction to show that g 
that ends the induction. Now, for each index i, the inclusions
show that g i+1 a is an ideal in g i a (thus a Lie subalgebra.
The relative position of the series is given by the following relation
that can be easily proved by induction. One also has g
Definition 1. If the series g k a stabilises at a, then we say that g is a-solvable.
The preceding relations imply that if g is a-solvable for some Abelian subalgebra a, then it is solvable, and if g is nilpotent, then it is a-solvable for any a ⊂ g. Also, a-solvability implies a ′ -solvability for any a ′ ⊂ a.
One can easily show the following Proposition 5. If a ⊳ g is an Abelian Lie ideal, we have
In particular, the sequence (g k a ) is a decreasing sequence of Lie ideals in g.
Proof. An easy induction shows that
To show the other inclusion, we can observe that if g
since a is a Lie ideal in g. Of course, g k +a is a Lie ideal in g as the sum of two ideals.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the above proposition.
Corollary 6. For any Abelian Lie ideal a ⊳ g, the Lie algebra g is a-solvable if and only if it is solvable.
4 Generalised Lie algorithm for integration.
In [4] we studied the integration by quadratures of an element of a Lie algebra of pointwise independent vector fields. In this section we are going to apply the same ideas to a more general setup in which the vector fields in the Lie algebra do not need to be pointwise independent. This allows us to consider group actions that do not need to be locally free and in particular to approach the integration of vector fields around stationary points.
Let L be a transitive finite-dimensional real subalgebra of vector fields on a ndimensional differentiable manifold M, L ⊂ X(M) [11, 12, 13] , and consider a vector field Γ ∈ L. We will simplify slightly the notation and we will denote by
Next, we consider the generalised distribution spanned by
One can prove that it is a regular distribution.
Proof. We prove the proposition by induction. Assume that The algorithm to integrate the differential equation induced by Γ proceeds by iteratively applying an elementary step that is described in the following proposition. Remark: Note that, while the proposition is true in general, it is only useful when r
The case in which the two ranks are equal is trivial. The previous results can be combined to prove the following Theorem 9. Let L be a finite-dimension real transitive solvable subalgebra of vector fields on a differentiable manifold M, L ⊂ X(M), Γ ∈ L. If L is Γ -solvable, then the system of differential equations determining the integral curves of Γ is integrable by quadratures Proof. The proof is a simple iteration of the previous procedure. We determine by quadratures at every step the integral leaves of D 
Proof. It is enough to consider that for
Therefore L is Γ -solvable and therefore can be integrated by quadratures.
In the previous paragraphs we have proved the integrability by quadratures of certain Abelian subalgebras of vector fields in a transitive Lie algebra. A related question is that of straightening out or rectifying the subalgebra in a sense made more precise in the following definition: Definition 2. We say that an Abelian subalgebra of vector fields A is straightened out, or rectified, in an open set U, if we can find local coordinates (Q 1 , . . . , Q n ) in U such that the set {∂ Q 1 , . . . , ∂ Q r } ⊂ A and it generates the same distribution as A.
This definition generalises the similar concept for a vector field. Of course, the obstruction for the existence of such coordinates relies in the fact that A, in general, does not need to be of constant rank.
To better understand the situation, we will consider the following example Example 2. Let L be the solvable and transitive Lie algebra of vector fields on R 2 spanned by ∂ x , ∂ y , x∂ x , y∂ y , y 2 ∂ x , y∂ x :
We take two different Abelian subalgebras A 1 = ∂ x and A 2 = y∂ x . Their associated descending series are quite similar
The fact that both series stabilize at an Abelian subalgebra implies the Lie integrability of the corresponding vector fields. One may also notice that, while A 2 is of non-constant rank in R 2 , it is indeed of constant rank in every of the leaves of D 2 A 2 that are given by y =const., as proposition 7 assures. However, while A 1 can be straightened out, actually it is already rectified in coordinates x, y, in the second case this cannot be done because A 2 is of non-constant rank.
A third interesting instance is when the Abelian subalgebra is A 3 = A 1 + A 2 . In this case the dimension of the subalgebra is two while its rank is 1, and then they do not coincide. Of course A 3 can be rectified, in fact, according to our definition, it is straightened in x, y coordinates.
In view of the previous example, the natural question arises whether there is an algebraic way to distinguish between both situations. Actually, the key difference among the subalgebras in the example is that while A 1 and A 3 are Lie ideals of L, A 2 is not, in fact [L, A 2 ] = A 1 + A 2 . We will show below that this is the general case and, indeed, it is always possible to rectify an Abelian ideal of a solvable Lie algebra of vector fields.
Given a n-dimensional differentiable manifold M, let L ⊂ X(M) be a transitive finitedimensional Lie algebra as above. Consider an Abelian ideal A ⊳ L and the descending series L i A as defined in the previous section, that is
Next we consider the generalised distribution D 
Theorem 12.
Given an Abelian ideal A in a transitive Lie algbera L as before, for each p ∈ M, there is a neighbourhood U of p and a coordinate system (Q) = (Q 1 , . . . , Q n ) therein, which can be obtained by quadratures from any given one, such that (Q) locally determines the series of foliations F 
These vector fields span therefore a subdistribution of D 
These forms are closed, so locally of the form A is a regular distribution, but not necessarily in the more general case of A being a subalgebra. This is the crucial step in which this proof differs from that of Proposition 8 in which this regularity was not ensured.
Finally, the coordinates have been chosen so that
which, together with (12) and provided that L
The immediate consequence of the preceding proposition is the following corollary, that explains example 2 and is crucial for the results in the next section.
Corollary 13. Any Abelian ideal of a transitive finite-dimensional solvable Lie algebra of vector fields, can be straightened out by quadratures.
Proof. As shown in Corollary 6, if A ⊳ L is an Abelian ideal of a solvable Lie algebra, then L is A-solvable, which means that L m A = A for some m. Hence, the coordinates determined by quadratures in Proposition 11 rectify A.
Solvability implies integrability
Here we will prove our main result which can be formulated as follows.
Theorem 14. If L is a finite-dimensional solvable and transitive real Lie algebra of vector fields on a manifold M, then each vector field Γ ∈ L is integrable by quadratures.
Proof. We shall use induction on the dimension n of the manifold M, but as the considerations are local, we can as well assume that M = R n . The case n = 0 is trivial, so assume that n ≥ 1 and let us pick up an Abelian ideal A ⊂ L of dimension one or two, whose existence is granted for real solvable finite-dimensional Lie algebras (Proposition 3). Due to the fact that L is transitive, we know that the distribution D A spanned by A is regular, say of rank r ≤ 2. As it is also involutive, it generates a foliation F A . Moreover, one can obtain by quadratures a coordinate system Q 1 , . . . , Q n such that D A is generated by ∂ Q 1 , . . . , ∂ Q r ∈ A and leaves of F A are the level sets of the functions Q r+1 , . . . , Q n (Theorem 12 and Corollary 13).
We will first consider the case in which the dimension of the Abelian Lie algebra A coincides with the dimension of the integral leaves of the foliation F A , i.e. dim(A) = r. Then, we can view locally M as a local principal bundle with the structure group A viewed as an Abelian Lie group acting on M and with the (local) fibration π : M → B of M on the space B = M/A of A-orbits. The latter can be identified as the leaves of the foliation F A .
By fixing a local section σ : B → M we can locally describe the points of M by pairs
where Φ v (t, p 0 ) is the integral curve of the vector field v at time t with the initial condition p 0 at t = 0. Now, we can use ξ to transport vector fields from M to A×B; for instance, an element v ∈ A may be also viewed as a vertical vector field on M, v ∈ X(M), then the image of v in A × B, i.e. ξ * v ∈ X(A × B), is the directional derivative in the direction v in the vector space A.
The dynamical vector field Γ acts linearly on the ideal A by the commutator, namely
where H is a linear map H : A → A. Moreover, Γ is projectable by π * onto the base manifold B. We denote its projectionΓ = π * Γ ∈ X(B). The system of differential equations determining the integral curves of Γ can therefore be written as follows:
for some function w : B → A.
The projection π * is a homomorphism of the Lie algebra of vector fields L onto a Lie algebraL of vector fields on B. Clearly,L is solvable and transitive, so by the inductive assumption,Γ (thus the equationḃ =Γ(b)) is integrable by quadratures. If we plug its solution b(t) into the first equation, we are left witḣ
i.e. an inhomogenous linear equation with constant coefficients which, as remarked in Section 2, can be solved by quadratures. To see it in coordinates, we first conclude that
where h j i ∈ R, and w j as well as the vector fieldΓ = n s=r+1 γ s (Q r+1 , . . . , Q n )∂ Q s depend on coordinates Q r+1 , . . . , Q n only. This leads to the system (13) which in coordinates readsQ
Solving (15) by the inductive assumption, we end up witḣ
which can be integrated by quadratures. Now, we should still consider the possibility that the dimension of A is two, but the dimension of the integral leaves of the foliation D A is one. In this case, we chose a onedimensional subspace A 1 ⊂ A, whose generator X 1 spans D A . As we already know, X 1 can be integrated by quadratures and can be taken as ∂ Q 1 in our system of coordinates. We again construct a fibration π : M → B, with B being the manifold of leaves of F A . Projectability of Γ is again guaranteed, and we denoteΓ ∈ X(B) the vector field π * Γ. The crucial difference from the previous case is that for v ∈ A 1 (recall that A 1 is assumed to be one-dimensional) we have 
for some function w : B → A 1 .
Once again, if we solve the second set of equations, we are left witḣ v = f (b(t))v + w(b(t)) , which is a linear differential equation with time-dependent coefficients. As remarked in Section 2, due to the fact that this is a single equation in one variable, it can be integrated by two quadratures (in contrast with the more general case of a system of linear differential equations with time dependent coefficients, that cannot be integrated in general).
In coordinates: Γ must be of the form Γ = f (Q 2 , . . . , Q n )Q 1 + w(Q 2 , . . . , Q n ) ∂ Q 1 + n s=2 γ s (Q 2 , . . . , Q n )∂ Q s .
We can first solveQ s = γ s (Q 2 , . . . , Q n ) , s = 2, . . . , n , and so reduce toQ 1 = f (t)Q 1 + w(t) which also can be solved by quadratures.
Example 3. Consider the Lie algebra of vector fields in R 2 spanned by
The Lie algebra L is isomorphic to e(2) and A = ∂ x , y∂ x is its only non trivial ideal.
If we take Γ = J as the dynamical vector field, we immediately see that the Lie's procedure cannot be applied, as J is not an element of any commutative ideal in L. Also the mentioned Kozlov's result is not applicable, since the algebra is not triangular and the vector fileds are not independent at every point. To integrate by quadratures, we may use the procedure described above. It applies as follows.
Take A 1 = ∂ x and coordinate y for the base manifold B. The equation for the coordinate x in the fibre isẋ = xy, while the differential equation corresponding to the projectionΓ of the dynamical vector field on B isẏ = 1 + y 2 , that can be immediately integrated to give y(t) = y 0 + tan t. Substituting into the equation in the fibre, we getẋ = (y 0 + tan t)x , whose solution can be expressed as x(t) = x 0 exp(y 0 t)/ cos t.
